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Rubber     and     Winding  

Rubber: F.A.I. Tan 2 is the most popular rubber, and available in widths of 1/16", 3/32", 
1/8" and 1/4". The Science Olympiad flier will use 1/16" to 1/8" wide rubber depending 
on the flying site. Determination of the "best" rubber size is an acquired skill but more 
experienced modelers or the books listed later will help. 

Rubber is supplied in long strips. A portion of which is used to rubber loops for powering 
model airplanes. For the science olympiad contest the rubber will be around 1/8" wide. 
Rubber of other widths will work. Smaller size rubber will provide less power but 
provide longer flights because it allows more turns to be put into it. The first loop of 
rubber should be about 10" long and 1/8" wide.

All sizes of rubber can be tied using the method shown in the figure below. Tie an 
overhand knot first then tie a square knot pulled up tight against the overhand knot. Be 
very careful that the second knot is a square knot and NOT a granny knot as the granny 
knot will not hold. The rubber should be WET when tying the knots. Placing the strands 
in your mouth and wetting the rubber with saliva works fine. After pulling the knots tight, 
trim off the rubber ends to no longer than " of shorter than the width of the rubber.
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Getting rubber in sizes between 1/16 " and 1/8" requires a rubber stripper. These devices allow 
larger rubber widths to be cut into exceedingly smaller widths. Rubber strippers are available 
($150+) to strip 1/4" rubber into any width. These are certainly a "luxury tool which can well wait 
until the modeling bug really bites. Many experienced modelers have them and can be quite 
generous with their use at a flying session. 

Winding a loose dry rubber motor is not desirable for a few reasons. First, the rubber is usually 
packed in talc. The small crystals will cut the rubber as it is wound, causing it to fail. Usually 
exploding in the fuselage of a new model. Washing the motor with soap and water will remove 
this talc. Friction will also prevent winding a dry motor to maximum turns as it abrades itself, 
again causing a premature failure. Finally, energy is also lost overcoming friction as the motor 
unwinds. This reduces the amount of torque the prop sees resulting in shorter flights with less 
power. 

Lubricating the motor allows a much larger number of turns to be applied before failure. The 
motor will also unwind more easily, as the strands can easily slide against each other. Both of 
these factors will increase duration, and altitude of a flying model. 

Rubber lubrication is important. Use Armor All, Son-of-a-Gun vinyl restorer, or Sil-Glyde silicone 
grease from auto parts stores. Tie the rubber knot before lubricating. A common way to lube a 
motor, is to put some of the lube in a plastic sandwich bag. The bag helps keep the lube off your 
hands. Smear it around a bit, then add the motor. Rub this all around in your hands and then 
remove and install the motor. You're ready to go! Needless to say, a bit of experimentation will 
quickly reveal the benefits of winding a well lubed motor.

Stretching the motor while winding will also increase the number of turns it will safely accept. 
Most modelers will stretch a motor to 2 or more times its relaxed length while winding. After about 
half of the total turns are wound, the modeler slowly walks towards the model while finishing 
winding. How is the model held? Either line up a friend to hold it for you, or use a mechanical 
device called a stooge that holds the rubber band while winding. It is then transferred to the 
airplane. To aid the transfer, adding two little o-rings to the motor before tying it provides hooks.

Winding Stooge: When winding, it is customary to use a holder or "stooge" to hold the fuselage 
securely. This allows stretch winding without assistance, and will increase flight times 
dramatically. This can be as simple as a nail in a board, which is C-clamped to the edge of a 
table.

Winders: To wind the rubber, mechanical winders with ratios of 5 to 1, 10 to 1, or 15 to 1 are 
readily available. Prices go up from about $10 with expensive ones incorporating a torque meter 
to provide an indication of the "power" of the rubber when winding. Counters are frequently 
incorporated into a winder. 

A hand drill can be used to make a winder though the ratio is rather low for small rubber. If you 
decide to go this route, securely fit a hook by removing the chuck and drilling through the side of 
the shaft. A wire hook can be fixed in this hole and will not pull free while winding. 


